
ON CAMERA TALENT  
+ STUNT DOUBLING



Craig Hunter:  On Camera Talent + Stunt Doubling 

For casting directors, the bigger the gig, ... the more critical the hire! 

By the time Hunter is finished with hair and makeup but he is the part. Hunter has stood in for leading men  
like Ewan MacGregor, Jeremy Renner, and that guy - what is his name - from that show Mad Men! By taking their 

place during on camera action sequences he assumes not only their size and shape but he expresses their 
persona as dynamic movement as only great doubles can do. 

Modest, genial and collaborative. . . Hunter is the ideal hire. 

One of the most essential qualities is the ability to be drama free on the set - no matter how much pressure 
there is!  The confidence with being supremely comfortable as on camera talent is self-evident with Hunter.  
This is the consummate pro who 'has been there and done that', . . . only without a hint of ever being jaded.  

All you have to do is look at the body of work which speaks for itself.  

Hunter’s experience of working both as stunt coordinator and behind the lens as a genuine 2nd Unit director  
of automotive action only serves to compliment his on camera roles as talent because this patina gives him the 

big picture for how to expertly double by matching the stunt action perfectly to the principal actor's 
mannerisms, gestures and attitude.



HUNTER BY THE NUMBERS: 
 

3 DECADES  
IN THE BUSINESS 

+++ 

400+ WORLD 
CLASS  

TV SPOTS PRODUCED 
+++ 

5,000,000 MILES  
OF COORDINATING STUNTS 



Mercedes, director Markus Walter 
Role:  On Camera Talent + Stunt Doubling

https://vimeo.com/640552196



Acura MDX, director Antony Hoffman 

https://vimeo.com/639223813?embedded=true&source=vimeo_logo&owner=101967436



https://vimeo.com/641667647

Hankook Tire  “Longest Catch”  
Role: Stunt Double + Driving

Directed by John S. Park



CRAIG HUNTER  
SAG-AFTRA 

Driver Details 
HEIGHT:  6’0” 
WEIGHT:  190 LBS 
EYE COLOR:  Blue  
HAIR COLOR:  Brown 
COAT:  44L 
SHOE:  10.5 US 
PANTS:  34 x 34  
GLOVE:  Large 
HELMET :  7 - 3/8”  

Specialist In:  
Cars, Trucks, 4x4’s, Off Road 
Motorcycles, Watercraft  
Custom Camera Mounts  
Fabrication, Tennis & Yoga

Craig Hunter 
Talent Sizes



(310) 993-7447  mobile 
huntergostunts@gmail.com 
www.HunterGoStunts.com

mailto:huntergostunts@gmail.com
http://www.HunterGoStunts.com

